
UIC and the Urban Transportation Cen-
ter hosted Congressman Dan Lipin-
ski and Congressman Jim Oberstar in a 
symposium regarding Technology and 
Innovation in Chicagoland Transporta-
tion on March 5, 2010. 

Attendees from both the private and 
public sector met in the Illinois Room 
at UIC’s Student Center East to listen to 
remarks from both Lipinski and Oberstar 
as well as several presentations regard-
ing technology advances in the field of 
transportation. 

Rep. Lipinski, who is a member of the 
House Committee on Transportation and 
Infrastructure, welcomed the attendees 
to the seminar. 

Rep. Oberstar, Chairman of the House 
Committee on Transportation and Infra-
structure, discussed the American Re-
covery and Reinvestment Act (ARRA) 

and the need for a comprehensive re-
authorization bill. Much of the fund-
ing from ARRA went to transportation 
projects, and as the one year anniversary 
of the signing of the bill had recently 
passed, Oberstar said it had created 
more than one million construction jobs. 
He added that 930,000 of those went to 
highway and transit projects. Addition-
ally, the new jobs added $350 million in 
federal payroll taxes.

Despite the successes of ARRA, Rep. 
Oberstar emphasized the need for trans-
portation reauthorization. 

“We need a six year bill,” he comment-
ed. “We need to get transportation proj-
ects out faster.”

Vonu Thakuriah of UIC’s Department 
of Urban Planning and Policy discussed 
current Intelligent Transportation Sys-
tems (ITS) research. Intellidrive, which 
is sponsored by the U.S. Department of 
Transportation, is an initiative to con-
nect drivers to each other through sev-
eral technological advances. She also 
discussed TransitGenie, which is a per-
sonal transit navigator application for 
smartphones that was developed by the 
BITS Networked Systems Laboratory at 
UIC. It computes the best route for the 
smartphone user based on where they 
are located through real-time and crowd-
sourced transit data. 

Bret Johnson of Northwestern presented 
information about advanced tools for 
traffic estimation and prediction and a 
real time dynamic traffic assignment 
systems. Such measures can bring pre-
dictible travel information as well as real 
time information for the freight and lo-
gistics industries.

Bill Cusack of Motorola discussed their 
innovations in wireless broadband, 
which can increase safety, increase op-
erating efficiency and reduce congestion 
in the transportation sector.

Naveen Lamba of IBM said the large 
amount of data being collected can be 
used for several solutions including inte-
grated fare management and innovative 
transportation pricing. The data can also 
be used to identify inefficiencies in the 
transportation network. He also said data 
from the network of cameras in Chicago 
can be used to control signals.

Christy Peebles of Siemens discussed 
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As I approach forty years at UIC I have the 
opportunity to reflect upon four memorable decades 
of the achievements by transportation students and 
faculty. There are too many highlight to detail but 
many eminent scholars stand out.  Most memorable 
are the numerous distinguished individuals who 
have lead UTC starting with Dr. Ashish Sen whose 
vision and tireless work created UTC (he was later 
called to Washington to serve as the Director BTS).  
Along the way we have been well served  by Robert 
Paaswell (currently Acting President of NYCC), 
David Boyce, the leading worldwide figure in 
Regional Science, and Sue McNeil, an international expert in asset management.   
Most recently Piyushimita Vonu Thakuriah skillfully expanded the research products 
and profile of UTC to hand me a ship that needed very little direction.  In the process 
she became the recognized authority on the relationship of transportation to labor 
markets and as well as ITS research.    

As I am now approaching the end of my second year as Interim Director I still 
benefit from the foundation set by Vonu and all the previous Directors.   The 
research conducted on Intelligent Transportation Systems, transportation for the 
disadvantaged, freight transportation and the multitude of studies relating to public 
transit have established an international reputation for the Center  that will endure 
for decades to come and  will serve us well as we move to new leadership next year.

The accomplishments of Joseph DiJohn have been of immense help in establishing 
the financial footing that has secured the place of UTC for future years.  Not only has 
he arranged a three-year gift from CN but he has been vital in the continuation of our 
work for IDOT.  His METSI grant has been renewed for two more years at a level 
that exceeds previous years.  He was also instrumental in making the arrangements 
for the very successful visit by Chairman Oberstar and Representative Lipinski 
on our campus.  I also sincerely appreciate the contributions of Lise Dirks, Paul 
Metaxatos, P.S. Sriraj, Nebiyou Tilahun and George Yanos in their role in assuring 
quality products from UTC.   

One of my most recent rewarding research experiences has been working on the 
planned Metro system in Bogota Colombia. It has provided an opportunity to share 
the UIC research team’s thoughts and visions of the future transportation system in 
Bogota with the National University of Colombia faculty.  Perhaps more importantly 
it has afforded me the occasion to work and travel with colleagues including John 
Betancur, Joseph DiJohn, and Kouros Mohammadian.  The research team also 
included Kazuya Kawamura, Jane Lin, Paul Metaxatos, Ashish Sen, P.S. Sriraj, 
Vonu Thakuriah and Moira Zellner.  This effort is emblematic of the interdisciplinary 
character of transportation, bringing together experts from a multitude of disciplines.  
It has been a delight to work with all of these individuals and I look forward to 
continued activity with these scholars and friends.  

Lastly, we continue to have several dozen graduate research assistants that have 
provided both much-needed assistance and inspiration.  Our students represent the 
future of transportation research and practice.  We wish them well in their future 
endeavors and strive to provide them with the necessary skills and direction to 
succeed in a competitive and challenging world.    

Best Regards,

Siim Sööt
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her company’s tecnhological role in high speed rail between Barcelona and Madrid in Spain, as well as between Frankfurt and 
Cologne in Germany.

Andre Young of Clever Devices discussed Chicago Transit Authority’s (CTA) bus tracker system. He said the bus tracker is the 
largest real-time passenger information system in the country, and use of the system has continually increased since its inception. 
Now that the system is in place on all CTA bus routes, Young said the CTA is engaging in a pilot program with partner organiza-
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2010 UIC George Krambles Scholarship Announced

The 2010 Krambles Scholarship Award Program will award three scholarships total-
ing $2,000.  The program has been endowed by the George Krambles Transportation 
Scholarship Fund and is housed in the Urban Transportation Center in College of 
Urban Planning and Public Affairs.  Submissions must be received by October 1, 
2010.

George Krambles, former Executive Director of the Chicago Transit Authority, 
served the region’s transit system for 43 years beginning with the Chicago Rapid 
Transit Company in 1937 as a student engineer. He graduated from the University 
of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign Electric Railroad Program in 1936 and was a good 
friend and supporter of UIC’s Urban Transportation Center. He was inducted into 
the American Public Transit Association Hall of Fame and is one of the most noted 
public transit officials of all time. George retired from the CTA in 1980 and passed away in 1999 leaving in place a mag-
nificent legacy of achievement and friendship.  The mission of the fund is to encourage young people to embark upon a 
professional career in public transportation.  The fund was established by George to provide financial assistance to students 
embarking on careers in transportation, urban transit, planning, engineering and related fields.  More than one hundred stu-
dents have received the prestigious scholarship award and many are among today’s top transportation professionals.  This 
is the third year awards are being made under the current UIC program.

Three scholarship awards will be made: one $1,000 award and two $500 awards.  In order to qualify, student must be in 
the graduate program in the College of Urban Planning and Public Affairs studying transportation or a graduate student 
Research Assistant at the Urban Transportation Center as of Fall Semester, 2010.  Further information can be obtained from 
Joe DiJohn at 312-996-1458 or joedi@uic.edu.

George Krambles

Congressman Dan Lipinski speaks to the panel at the technology symposium which included Vonu Thakuriah from UPP, 
Congressman Oberstar, Naveen Lamba of IBM and Bret Johnson of Northwestern University.

Continued from Page 1
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UTC Completing Work in Bogota

The multidisciplinary research group headed by Siim Sööt, 
Joseph DiJohn and Kouros Mohammadian is completing its 
work in Bogota, Colombia, sponsored by the World Bank and 
the National University of Colombia.  We are pleased to find 
that our interpretation of the Metro proposal as produced by 
a Spanish consultant for the government of Colombia largely 
corresponds with the finding of the University of Los Andes 
team that includes MIT.  It is not always that transportation 
experts agree on a common path. 

Bogota has the premier BRT network in the world (TransMi-
lenio) and considers a subway system to be the next logical 
step. The BRT operates much like a surface rail system except 
that it uses buses with rubber tires.  The stations are located in 
the medians of wide boulevards and have the appearance of 
a rail station.  They have doors that only open when the bus 
dwells in the station and closes before departure.  In this regard 
it is a very safe operation.  Moreover, with express buses and 
skip-stop operations the travel speeds rival heavy rail systems.  
Signal priority would further enhance the speed of operation.    

 
The UIC-based study team has spent approximately one year 
examining the operational characteristics as well as the social, 
economic and environmental impacts of the proposed Metro 
system in light of an excellent BRT operation that is at capacity 
during much of its daily service.  The findings of our research 
team are currently under review. 

METSI News
Illiana Expressway Study

At the request of IDOT, a major effort 
is underway by Siim Sööt, Joe DiJohn, 
Kazuya Kawamura, and Paul Metaxatos, 
with a review by Joe Persky, Department 
of Economics.  The state of Indiana 
undertook a study by Cambridge 
Systematics to identify the impacts to 
Indiana due to the Illiana Expressway, 
an east-west proposal to connect I-65 
with I-57.  IDOT requested the UTC to 
investigate the impacts of continuing the 
Expressway to I-55 and how to develop 

strategies that foster sustainability and 
improved livability in Will County.  
These strategies include attracting 
employment to match population growth, 
employing smart growth, transit-oriented 
development and promoting bicycle and 
pedestrian access.  The results of the study 
will be submitted to IDOT Secretary Gary 
Hannig and to the Governor’s office.

High-Speed Rail (HSR)

There has been much news about HSR 
and the Chicago area as the USDOT 
announced a number of grants that will 
impact the Chicago Hub.  Illinois received 

a grant to develop the 110 mph corridor 
between Chicago and St. Louis along the 
Union Pacific Line via Springfield.  In 
addition, they received planning funds for 
a 150 plus mph corridor to St. Louis via 
Urbana-Champaign, which would serve 
all three University of Illinois campuses.  
Wisconsin received funding for Chicago-
Milwaukee-Madison corridor and 
Michigan received funding for Chicago-
Detroit service.  The UIC Alumni 
Magazine contains an article on HSR and 
the UTC in their March/April Issue.  The 
article can be viewed online at www.uiaa.
org/uic/news/uicalumni/1003b.html

TRF Chicago Chapter News

Chicago Chapter Event

The Chicago Chapter of the Transportation 
Research Forum held several recent 
lunch forums at DePaul University.  In 
March, Brian Johnson, Auto Analyst 
from Barclays Capital spoke on “Turmoil 
in the Auto Industry: the Road Ahead” 
describing the status of automobile sales, 
how new products may reshape the 
industry in the years ahead and what this 
means to transit planning.

TRF Annual Conference

The 51st Annual TRF Conference was 
held in March in Arlington, Virginia.  
More than 150 people attended the 
conference where over sixty papers 
were presented in 28 sessions.  Joe 
DiJohn gave a presentation “The Goal 
of Transit Sustainability: Bogota’s 
TransMilenio Experience” which was 
coauthored with Siim Sööt.  Joe also 
moderated two sessions “Who Pays 
for Public Transit” and “State-of-the-

Art Technology and Concepts in Public 
and Private Transportation.”  Highlight 
of the Conference was the President’s 
Award Presentation by Fred Smith, 
CEO of FedEx Corp.  He described how 
technology has changed the way express 
and package shipping has become faster 
and more efficient.  He spoke about the 
current health of the global economy and 
how shipping is leading the economy 
back to health.

UTC’s Siim Sööt and Joe DiJohn (third and fourth from 
left) were major contributors on the Bogota study.
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UTC JARC Project Continues

Under the direction of Vonu Thakuriah we continue to study 
federally funded transportation programs for transportation 
disadvantaged individuals. The Job Access and Reverse Com-
mute (JARC) program, the New Freedom Initiative and the 
JARC Auto Loan Program represent Congress’ effort to bring 
transportation service to a more comprehensive audience.  
Hundreds of millions of dollars have been allocated and peri-
odically FTA is required to provide Congress with an update 
report on the effectiveness of these funds.  Our study is de-

signed to assist FTA in their responsibility by providing infor-
mation directly from the users. 

Our efforts have taken us to a number of places across the 
country in gathering information about the users (benefactors) 
of these programs.  Our research has taken us to places such as 
El Paso, TX; Sanford, ME; Seattle, WA; Kissimmee, FL; Min-
neapolis, MN; Ottumwa, IA; San Diego, CA;  and Avondale, 
AZ.    

We are processing and analyzing the data that we are collect-
ing and combining them with data from a variety of national 
sources on jobs, incomes and home foreclosures as well as 
other factors to assess the economic environment and labor 
market in which the trips are made.  Many of them are trips to 
work, but for even those that are not, we can monetize the val-
ue of these trips and estimate the economic benefits of these 
federally-funded programs. We conducted an analogous effort 
in 2002 for the JARC bus and van operations. FTA has since 
requested that we update our study and expand it to the other 
two programs, the Auto Loan Program and New Freedom. We 
expect our final report to be ready later this year.      

One of the vehicles used in El Paso’s Job Express program, 
operated by Sun Metro.

UTC Represented at TRB 89th Annual Meeting in D.C.

The 89th Annual Meeting of the Trans-
portation Research Board was held in 
Washington D.C. January 10 to 14. Both 
faculty and students of the UTC, as well 
as affiliated students and faculty, were 
well represented with a total of 28 dif-
ferent poster and panel presentations.  
In addition to presenting their research, 
UTC staff and students had the opportu-
nity to gain knowledge of growing trends 
in transportation from the hundreds of 
seminars, panels and poster sessions, as 
well as meet with like-minded students 
and professionals in the field to discuss 
current issues and future progress.

The subject areas presented at TRB are 
an accurate predictor of the key issues 
that will come to dominate transporta-
tion discussion across the globe in the 
coming year, and this year’s TRB con-
ference was certainly not at any shortage 
for discussion and research topics.  Transportation in the United States is at the forefront of federal, regional state and local 

UTC Interim Director Siim Sööt (right) stands with 2009 George Krambles 
Scholarship award winners (L-R) Dan Miodonski, Laya Hossein Rashidi and 
Amir Samimi.

Continued on Page 6



agendas across the country.  In the face of the crushing economic recession, the transportation world is scrambling to find solu-
tions to issues ranging from efficiency in transit operations populations to ITS privacy issues to the effects of the Panama Canal 
on American regional rail and truck modal share. The overall tone of the conference was like the proverbial “six more months of 
winter;” by and large the impression given was a grim one without much certainty in what the future would hold for transporta-
tion funding and progress.  A positive highlight came from the conference guest of honor, Transportation Secretary Ray LaHood, 
who announced at the conference that USDOT would be amending its requirements for federal grants and scrapping a rule that 
projects must attain a cost-effectiveness rating of medium in order to receive federal funds.  

UTC once again produced an exceptional body of research for the annual conference.  Research affiliates Dr. P.S. Sriraj, Lise 
Dirks and Hersh Singh presented their methodology and findings on their work entitled, “Development of a Web-Based Interac-
tive Information Management System for Public and Specialized Transportation Providers of Illinois.” This project provides a 
web-based interactive information management system linking individuals to an inventory of providers and various other ser-
vice related information, as well as the requisite demographic information at the appropriate levels of aggregation (TRANPRO).  
A range of stakeholders are expected to benefit from this project, including administrators of federal programs, human service 
transportation coordinators and mobility managers.  Various federal programs recognize the importance of this level of coordi-
nation, and have made inclusion of such systems mandatory precursors to obtaining federal funds.  The TRANPRO information 
management system includes data in the form of projects funded by 5307, 5311, 5310, DOAP, JARC and New Freedom Grants, 
Title IIIB and Title XX programs for seniors, in addition to other known human service transportation providers operating within 
the state. 

UTC kept tradition by hosting the annual UTC reception at the Hilton Hotel in Washington, D.C. Siim Sööt acknowledged the hard 
work and research accomplishments of several UTC affiliates in his address.  Three UTC research assistants and students of trans-
portation at UIC were recognized for their award-winning academic paper submissions which won them the honor of the George 
Krambles Transportation Scholarship Award.  Sööt also welcomed Nebiyou Tilahun, PhD, from the University of Minnesota, as he 
had recently began his research at the Center.  Many UTC affiliates, past and present, were in attendance for this unique occasion 
to reminisce, network and recognize the impressive achievements of their colleagues over the past year.  
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Stacey Meekins received her master’s degree from the College of Urban 
Planning and Public Affairs in 2005. She currently works as a Senior Trans-
portation Planner at T.Y. Lin International in Chicago. In that role, she 
works on a variety of projects including ground transportation planning at 
airports, bike plan implementation, public involvement, and policy imple-
mentation. Prior to working at T.Y. Lin, Stacey held a job at Jacobs for two 
years and at Chicagoland Bicycle Federation.

She continues to focus on bicycle and pedestrian work at T.Y. Lin. She is 
a certified instructor of the Safe Routes to School National Course and is 
a member of the Northeast Illinois Safe Routes to School Task Force. A 
recent project involved developing a strategy for the Chicago Department 
of Transportation to implement their Complete Streets policy, which states 
that all projects within the public right-of-way must accommodate all users, 
including bicycles, freight, motor vehicles, pedestrians, persons with dis-
abilities, and transit.

Alumni Update

Stacey Meekins
MUPP, CUPPA-UTC ‘05

Continued from Page 5
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Presentations
DiJohn, J.  “The Goal of Transit Sustain-
ability: Bogota’s TransMilenio Experi-
ence.”  Transportation Research Forum 
51st Annual Conference, Arlington, VA. 
(March 12, 2010).
 
DiJohn, J. and S. Sööt.  “Bus Rapid Tran-
sit: What Metropolitan Chicago Can Learn 
from Bogota, Columbia.”  Transportation 
Research Forum, Chicago Chapter, De-
Paul University, Chicago, IL. (December 
9, 2009).

Samimi, A., A. Mohammadian, K. 
Kawamura. “Behavioral Freight Model-
ing.” Presented at Workshop W2: Be-
havioral Paradigms for Modeling Freight 
Travel Decision-Making.  The 12th Inter-
national Conference on Travel Behavior 
Research. Jaipur, Rajasthan, India  (De-
cember 13-18, 2009).

Sööt, S. and A. Mohammadian. “Assess-
ment of the Metro Proposal: Economic, 
Social and Technical Perspectives.” Na-
tional University of Colombia, National 
Department of Planning. Bogota, Colom-
bia. (March 2010).

The following were presented 
at the Transportation Research 
Board 89th Annual Meeting, 
Washington, D.C., January 
10-14, 2010.

Auld, J. and Mohammadian, A.  Efficient 
Methodology for Generating Synthetic 
Populations With Multiple Control Levels. 
(10-0248)-J11.

Auld, J., Frignani, M. Z., Nelson, P. and 
Williams C. Urban Travel Route and 
Activity Choice Survey: Internet-Based 
Prompted Recall Activity Travel Survey 
Using GPS Data. (10-2420).

Bhojraj, B., Mattingly, M., Sriraj, P.S. and 
Welch, E.  Measuring and Assessing Per-
ceptions of Success in a Transit Agency 
Stakeholder Involvement Program.  (10-
3767)-E09.

Cottrill, C., Thakuriah, P., Thomas, N. and 
Vaughn S.  Sketch Planning Methodology 
for Determining Interventions for Bicycle 
and Pedestrian Crashes: Ecological Ap-
proach. (10-4082)-A19.

Dillenburg, J., Nelson, P., Nie, Y. and Wu 
Zing.  Providing Reliable Route Guidance: 
Case Study Chicago Data. (10-0368).

Javanmardi, M., Mohammadian, A. and 
Rashidi, T.  Household Travel Data Simu-
lation Tool: Software and Its Applications 
for Impact Analysis.  (10-3329)-H01.

Kawamura, K., Lin, J. and Ruan, M. Mod-
eling Urban Commercial Vehicle Daily 
Tour Scheduling Using the Texas Com-
mercial Vehicle Survey Data. (10-3644).

Kawamura, K., Mohammadian, A. and Sa-
mimi, A.  Online Freight Shipment Survey 
in the United States: Lessons Learned and 
Nonresponse Bias Analysis.  (10-0230)-
G10.

Koppleman, F., Mohammadian, A. and 
Rashidi, T.  Modeling Interdependencies 
Between Vehicle Transaction, Residential 
Relocation and Job Change.  (10-2588).

Lin, J., Long, L. and Pu, W.  Estimation of 
Urban Street Segment Travel Time Using 
Buses as Real-Time Speed Probes.  (10-
0722)-E07.

Lu, Y. and K. Kawamura. “Data Mining 
Approach to the Work Trip Mode Choice 
Analysis in the Chicago Area.” 

Mohammadian, A. and Rashidi, T.  Behav-
ioral Housing Search Choice Set Forma-
tion: Hazard-Based Screening Model of 
Property Value and Work Distance. (10-
1184)-K12.

Mohammadian, A. and Rashidi, T.  House-
hold Travel Attribute Transferability Anal-
ysis: Application of Hierarchical Rule-
Based Approach. (10-1024)-J12.

Sriraj, P.S. and Ziring, E.  Mitigating Ex-
cessive Idling of Transit Buses. (10-4092)-
E01.

Sriraj, P.S., Dirks, L. and Singh, H., De-
velopment of Web-Based Interactive In-
formation Management System for Public 
and Specialized Transportation Providers 
of Illinois. (10-3441)

Publications
Lu, Y. and K. Kawamura. “Data Mining 
Approach to the Work Trip Mode Choice 
Analysis in the Chicago Area.”  Forthcom-
ing in Transportation Research Record. 

Ruan, M, J. Lin, and K. Kawamura. “Mod-
eling Urban Commercial Vehicle Daily 
Tour Scheduling Using The Texas Com-
mercial Vehicle Survey Data.” Forthcom-
ing in Transportation Research Record.

Samimi, A., A. Mohammadian, and K. 
Kawamura. “A Behavioral Freight Move-
ment Microsimulation Model: Method and 
Data.” Journal of Transportation Letters: 
The International Journal of Transporta-
tion Research, 2(1): (2010) pp. 53 – 62.

Yavuz, N. and E. Welch. Addressing Fear 
of Crime in Public Space: Gender Differ-
ences in Reaction to Safety Measures in 
Train Transit. Urban Studies. (2010).

Masters Theses & Projects
Bhojraj, Barbara (Basia). (Spring 2009) 
MPA. Project: “Stakeholder Involvement: 
State of the Practice & Evaluation of Cur-
rent Methods.”
 
Bright, Jr., Curtis. (Fall 2009) MUPP. Proj-
ect: “Can Short Turning Buses Improve 
Productivity?”

Kokoshi, Valbona. (Fall 2009) MUPP. 
Project: “RTA - Seniors Ride Free Pro-
gram.”
 
Lu, Yandan. (Spring 2009) PhD-UPP. Dis-
sertation: “Examining Path Dependency of 
Urban Development and Work Trip Mode 
Share Balance Using Agent-Based Mod-
el.”
 
Singh, Hersh. (Summer 2009) MUPP. 
Project: “Use of an Information Manage-
ment System in Transportation Coordina-
tion.” 
 
Swarup, Tanushri. (Spring 2009) MUPP. 
Thesis: “Evaluation of U-Pass Program of 
Chicago Transit Authority.”
 
Ziring, Emily. (Summer 2009) MUPP. 
Thesis: “Mitigating Excessive Idling of 
Transit Buses.”
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UTC’s Mission Statement

“The Urban Transportation Center 
(UTC) seeks to understand and improve 
urban transportation through the 
creation, application and dissemination 
of transportation knowledge while also 
making use of the Chicago metropolitan 
area.”

Please contact Silvia Becerra at silabec@uic.edu with any questions or comments.

Phone: 312.996.4820 
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Web: http://www.utc.uic.edu 
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Upcoming Events

May 2-5, 2010
APTA’s 2010 Bus & Paratransit Conference - Cleveland, OH
For more information: http://www.apta.com/mc/conferences/
allother/2010bus/Pages/default.aspx

May 9-12, 2010
Conference on Innovations in Travel Modeling - Tempe, AZ
For more information: http://itm2010.fulton.asu.edu/ocs/index.php/
itm/itm2010/index

June 2-4, 2010
National Road Pricing Conference - Houston, TX
For more information: http://tti.tamu.edu/conferences/nrp10/

June 4, 2010
2010 Transport Chicago Conference
American Dental Association Building - Chicago, IL
For more information: www.transportchicago.org/

June 27-29, 2010
2010 Midwestern ITE District Annual Conference - Minneapolis, 
Minnesota
For more information: http://www.2010mwite.org/

July 11-14, 2010
TRB 2010 Joint Summer Meeting - Minneapolis, Minnesota
For more information: http://www.trb.org/conferences/Public/Joint-
Summer2010.aspx

July 12-16, 2010
2010 ESRI International User Conference - San Diego, CA

For more information: www.esri.com/events/uc/index.html

September 22-24, 2010
2010 Upper Midwest APA Planning Conference - Mankato, MN
For more information: http://www.plannersconference.com/default.
htm

September 28-October 1, 2010
URISA’s 48th Annual Conference for GIS Professionals - Or-
lando, FL
For more information: http://www.urisa.org/gispro2010call

October 7-10, 2010
ACSP 51st Annual Conference 2010
Minneapolis, MN 
For more information: http://www.acsp.org/conferences/annual_con-
ference

October 18-19, 2010
Transportation Systems for Livable Communities Conference - 
Washington, DC
For more information: http://trb.org/Main/Blurbs/Transportation_Sys-
tems_for_Livable_Communities_Con_162825.aspx

October 19-October 21, 2010
Rail-Volution 2010 - Portland, OR
For more information: http://www.railvolution.com/

October 25-29, 2010
17th ITS World Congress
Busan, Korea
For more information: http://www.itsworldcongress.kr/sub02.asp

Alumni Update

If you would like to be featured in the UTC Alumni Up-
date, please send a short bio and picture to Silvia Becerra at 
silabec@uic.edu.

UTC Alumni! Where are you?

Help UTC keep out records current by send-
ing your up dated information. Go to www.utc.uic.edu and 
look for the “Eye on Alumni” to submit your information.


